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Abstract
　　When a plane shock wave impinges obliquely on a wedge, a regular reﬂection (RR) or 
a Mach reﬂection (MR) occurs depending on an angle θw of the wedge and an incident shock 
Mach number Mi.　There are domains in the parameter space (Mi, θw), where both reﬂections 
are theoretically possible.　These domains are called dual-solution domains.　Nevertheless, 
experiments in shock tubes demonstrate that only regular reflection is generally realized.　
In the present article, we explain the background of the problem and discuss the stability of 
regular reﬂection based on our recent experimental results.
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Fig. 2 Existence region for RR and MR (after 
Courant & Friedrichs3)).

































Fig. 4 Pressure-deviation-angle shock polar for 
Mi＝1.30, (a) ωi＝43.0˚, (b) ωi＝43.66˚, 
(c) ωi＝45.0˚.
































 p2＝ p3 （6）
となる．（6）式は


























Fig. 6 (a) Shock polar for weak oblique shock 
(Mi＝1.35, ωi＝42.7˚), (b) Shock polar for 




















































Fig. 7 Model used in the experiment.
Fig. 9 Enlargement of Fig. 8(b)．
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Fig. 12 Enlarged shock polar for Mi＝1.35, 
(a) ωi＝42.7˚, (b) ωi＝42.4˚.
二重解領域における衝撃波の正常反射の安定性（長谷，三科）
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